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Who better to re-imagine the grill,
than a chef who inspires millions.
Heston Blumenthal is one of the world’s top chefs. His Berkshire restaurant,
The Fat Duck, has won international accolades and been awarded 3 Michelin
stars, while Heston himself was given an O.B.E. by Her Majesty the Queen for
services to British Gastronomy.
A fellow of both The Royal Society of Chemistry, and The Royal Academy of
Culinary Arts, Heston’s never been one to do things by the book. By pushing
the traditional boundaries of the kitchen, and injecting a sense of child-like
wonder and theatre into everything he touches, he’s inspired a generation to
seek pleasure, and entertainment, in food. Now, Heston’s bringing his magic
touch to the great outdoors, making it easy for anyone who enjoys barbeque
grilling, to put on a commanding performance.
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ELECTRIC IGNITION
CHARCOAL OUTDOOR OVEN
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Merging the rich history
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of charcoal cooking
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with precise technology
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and a modern design
aesthetic, the 4K brings
the authentic flavor of
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One-Touch Fast Flame
Ignition System™ with
Touch Glass Control
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Airflow control system
with numbered vents
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Auto locking hood,
press to open
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High hood for
roasting / baking
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charcoal that humankind
has enjoyed for millennia,
to your home more
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Bluetooth™ App
Connectivity to monitor
temperature
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LED Digital control
with timer function &
ignition countdown

efficiently than ever
before.
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Available in 5 colors:
Orange, Graphite, Mint, Red and Stone.

“Over 20 years I’ve learnt how to
get the best out of ingredients. By
incorporating some of my favorite
techniques into these designs, I’ve
created what some might call a
3 Michelin star barbeque grill range.”

“From baking, roasting,
grilling, slow cooking to
cooking over direct heat, there
are so many intuitive perks in
the 4K, that you’ll be finding
new ways to cook for a very
long time.”

Side hatch to reload
charcoal (without
disrupting internal
temperature)
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4 removable food
probes

The ultimate outdoor cooking solution
/ Fast Flame Ignition SystemTM with touch glass control
/ Integrated high temperature food and oven probes
/ Oven and food temperature display
/ Water refill zone
/ Bluetooth connected (iOS and Android)
/ Timer function and ignition countdown
/ Fuel and wood chips side reloader
/ Flexibility to cook with hood up or down
/ Seamless die-cast aluminum outer body
/ Heat and UV protected paint finish
/ Versatility across cooking methods
/ Available in 5 contemporary colors
/ Oven can be used both on or off the stand
/ Cooking area: 18in in diameter
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2 fixed ambient
temperature
probes

HUB™

HUB

™

HUB II

ELECTRIC IGNITION
CHARCOAL GRILL

Whether firing it up for
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simple steaks,
trying something
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more ambitious, or
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Rotiscope
Technology™
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going the whole

Retractable rotisserie
poles with adjustable
heights

3

Rotisserie rod and 4
CliplockTM Forks
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hog with an epic
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The impressive power
and cooking capabilities
of the HUB, now
enhanced with additional
touch controls and
premium finishings.

rotisserie,
4

the HUB™ is
perfect for outdoor
entertainers.
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Integrated
retractable
power cord (4ft)
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6
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“The HUB is designed with larger
gatherings in mind, where you can
really show off your skills. Flames.
Embers. Heat. People are really
drawn to the authentic charcoal
experience”

Weather/wind
shield
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Fast Flame Ignition
System™ with
integrated 1800w
electric element

Porcelain enamel
firebox and
charcoal tray
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Fully enclosed
cupboard with shelf
and double lined
doors for storage or
warming

One touch up & down control for rotisserie pole
height adjustment (max lift 220lb)

Internal storage
solution for rod and 4
Cliplock Forks™

The ultimate charcoal experience
/ Add charcoal and press one button to ignite the grill in 7 minutes

Slide out storage/warming drawer

/ Ready to cook in 10 minutes, thanks to the Fast Flame Ignition System™
/ 90lb capacity rotisserie with Rotiscope Technology™
/ Elegant contemporary design
/ Retractable 4ft power cord
/ Large storage area behind 2 double-lined doors which doubles as a warming area
/ Porcelain enamel firebox
/ Chrome grills with cool-to-touch handles
/ Cooking area: 515 in2

Titanium coated metal components

FUSION™

CUBE™

FUSION

™

Whether you’re new to
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ELECTRIC IGNITION CHARCOAL
G R I L L W I T H P E D E S TA L
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authentic charcoal cooking

or a seasoned pro, you’ll

on the go, without the
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love the simplicity and
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mess. The portable,
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Rotiscope
Technology™

2

Rotisserie rod & 2
CliplockTM Forks
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Named after its
innovative fusion of

P O R TA B L E C H A R C O A L
GRILL

Now you can enjoy

cooking on charcoal,

style of the FUSION™.

CUBE™

Retractable
rotisserie poles with
adjustable heights
and internal motor
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CUBE™ is designed for

1
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impromptu grilling away

Integrated bamboo
service tray – food
grade

2 safety latches

2

integrated food-grade

it draws on the benefits

storage tray, preparation
4

unbeatable grilling

Fast Flame Ignition
System™ with
integrated 1800W
electric element
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Integrated
retractable
power cord (4ft)
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Weather/wind shield

Removable chrome
grill rack
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board and porcelain
enamel firebox, it’s easy
to store, set up, cook and

experience.
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Porcelain enamel
firebox and
charcoal tray

Cool-to-touch
carry handles

5

Available in 4 colors:
Orange, Graphite, Khaki and Stone.

clean responsibly, while
the chrome handles keep
7

Porcelain enamel
firebox and
charcoal tray

8

Hinged chrome grill
for easy reloading of
charcoal

9

Integrated storage
solution for rod and 4
CliplockTM Forks
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external heat to a minimum,

Built in heat
protection shield
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Easy to clean
interior

making it easy to move
“With a bold, yet slender design,
the first time your guests set
eyes on it, they’ll wonder what
it is. It won’t take you long to
win them over. 10 minutes
in fact.”
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from home. With an

charcoal and electricity,
of both, delivering an
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Charcoal cooking made simple
/ Add charcoal and press one button to ignite the grill in 7 minutes
/ Ready to cook in 10 minutes, thanks to the Fast Flame Ignition System™
/ 35lb capacity rotisserie with Rotiscope Technology™
/ Elegant contemporary design
/ Retractable 4ft power cord
/ Porcelain enamel firebox
/ Hinged chrome grill for easy reloading of charcoal
/ Cooking area: 257in2

while cooking.

“The whole range has been
designed from the ground up,
with a focus on helping you
show off your skills in style,
wherever your imagination
takes you.”

Charcoal cooking on the go
/ Portable
/ Porcelain enamel firebox
/ Cool-to-touch handles
/ Removable charcoal tray
/ Simple, integrated unit and accessories
/ Two safety latches
/ Available in 4 stylish, contemporary colors
/ Cooking area: 115.5 in2
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Integrated food
grade storage
tray

FURNACE™

™

FURNACE
The ultimate gas
grill that’s the
perfect union of

FORCE

3 BURNER GAS GRILL
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FORCE™

™

2 BURNER GAS GRILL

A versatile
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gas grill that’s
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power and grace. From
sausages and roasts, to

Flexibility to cook
with hood up or
down

2

Heat gauge

3

High hood for
convection cooking
(6kg turkey)

simple to use,
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and easy to love.

Flexibility to cook
with hood up or
down

2

Heat gauge

3

High hood for
convection cooking
(6kg turkey)

Available in a range

This product is designed to be
used with or without the
supplied stand.

delicate scallops,
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of stylish colors, it

This product is designed to be
used with or without the
supplied stand.

looks at home in any

it’s got the muscle
4

and versatility to

Super fast heat up
with instant searing

5

handle all you

Ergonomic taps with
rotary ignition and
variable heat control

6

2 Lockable
castors
for ease of use

throw at it.

4

backyard or on any

Super fast heat up
with instant searing

5

balcony.

Ergonomic taps with
rotary ignition and
variable heat control

6

2 Lockable
castors for ease
of use

6
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Available in 4 colors:
Orange, Graphite, Mint and Stone.

“The height and thickness of
the hood makes it perfect for
convection cooking. The heat
will circulate 360 degrees inside,
cooking the food and helping it
absorb some delicious flavors.”

Available in 5 colors:
Orange, Graphite, Mint, Red and Stone.
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Rust proof construction
with die-cast aluminum
grill including side
serveries.
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Space saving –
drop down left
servery

9

Matte vitreous cast
iron grill plates with
integrated flame
tamers

The ultimate gas grill
/ 3 independently controlled high performance burners
/ Instant searing – ready to cook in 5 minutes
/ Up to 27,000BTU of power
/ Variable flame control
/ Slender, ergonomically designed taps with rotary ignition
/ Extra high hood for convection cooking
/ Flexibility to cook with hood up or down
/ Die-cast aluminum body and serveries to prevent rusting
/ Vitreous enamel coated hood and grill plates for easy cleaning
/ Tapered legs for stability, can be removed from stand for portability
/ Available in 4 contemporary colors
/ Natural gas conversion kit available (HBGNGKUSV3)
/ Extra large 451.8 in² cooking area
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“We can’t talk style, without
mentioning color. Available in
five contemporary shades, it
makes it easy to match your
barbeque grill to the color
palette of the rest of
your home.”

Rust proof construction
(complete die cast
aluminum barbeque grill
including side serveries)

8

Space saver with
a drop down left
servery

9

Matte vitreous
cast iron grill
plates with
integrated flame
tamers

The stylish everyday gas grill
/ 2 independently controlled high performance burners
/ Instant searing – ready to cook in 5 minutes
/ Up to 22,000BTU of power
/ Variable flame control
/ Slender, ergonomically designed taps with rotary ignition
/ Extra high hood for convection cooking
/ Flexibility to cook with hood up or down
/ Die-cast aluminum body and serveries to prevent rusting
/ Vitreous enamel coated hood and grill plates for easy cleaning
/ Tapered legs for stability, can be removed from stand for portability
/ Available in 5 contemporary colors

NEW!
Gas Rotisserie Kit

/ Natural gas conversion kit available (HBGNGKUSV2)
/ Large 365.5 in² cooking area

NEW!
Gas Rotisserie Kit

MOBILE PREPARATION
KITCHEN

ACCESSORIES RANGE

Overview

Prepare your meal all on the one bench. Features chopping and serving
boards, knife slots, spaces for condiments, herbs and even an ice
compartment to keep your wine cool!

Apron
HBAPRON
/ High quality black apron
/ 100% cotton body
/ Removable premium brown
leather straps
/ Reinforced stitching and brass
detailing
/ Adjustable neck and waist straps
/ Upper pocket, divided front pocket

100% Natural Lump Charcoal (22lb)
HBCHARCOAL22US
/ 100% Natural Lump Charcoal
/ Does not contain chemicals or
additives
/ Long burning
/ Low ash content - easy cleaning

Heat Resistant Silicone Glove
HBGLOVESIL
/ Heat resistant to 464°F
/ One size fits all
/ Left or Right

FORCE™ Flat Plate

Roasting Rack
HBROASTR
/ Chrome roasting rack
TM
/ Suitable for both FORCE and
TM
FURNACE gas grills
/ Perfect for convection cooking
/ Wide enough to hold a 13lb
turkey

Bamboo Table Top

CUBE™ Travel Bag

HBPEDTBL
/ Premium bamboo table top
/ Food grade
/ Optional Accessory
/ Suitable for use with FUSION™

HBCUBEBAG
/ Designed for the CUBETM grill
/ Durable and stylish black canvas
with brown PU leather straps
/ Multiple carry options
/ Velcro strap to secure grill
/ Versatile storage compartment
/ Contains drawstring bag to store
used dishes

Pedestal

Grill Covers
/ Premium full length grill covers
/ Suitable for charcoal and gas ranges
/ Heavy duty 425gsm UV protected
material
/ Waterproof lining
/ Velcro straps
/ Black color

/ One size fits all, machine washable

The grill preparation essential
/ Food grade acacia wood cutting board surface
/ 2 pull out black bins to separate recyclable/trash from organic waste
/ Bins located directly underneath chopping boards, to allow you to ‘Chop & Drag’
food waste into bin
/ Storage cabinet with hanging hooks
/ Matte body finish
/ 4 lockable castor wheels
/ Brushed stainless steel handles
/ Pull-out drawer
/ Brushed stainless steel legs
/ Premium cover available

FURNACE™ Teppanyaki plate
HBG3TEPP
/ 304 grade stainless steel teppanyaki
plate
/ Comes with 2 teppanyaki spatulas
/ Suitable for FURNACE™ gas
grill – center zone
configuration only
/ Handle for easy removal
/ Great for fish or meat

HBG2PLATE
/M
 atte vitreous cast iron flat plate
TM
/S
 uitable for the FORCE
grill – left or right
configuration
/F
 inger access for easy changeover

Rotisserie Tumbler
HBCBASKETO
/ Designed specifically for the
Fusion™ / HUB™ BBQ or ANY 0.3
x0.3in / 0.6 x 0.6in square rod –
adapters provided
/ Great for vegetables and meats
/ Food grade non stick coating

Rotisserie Basket
HBCBASKETC
/ Designed specifically for the
Fusion™ / HUB™ BBQ or ANY
0.3 x0.3in / 0.6 x 0.6in square rod –
adapters provided
/ Great for vegetables and meats
/ 4 Height settings
/ Food grade non stick body,
chrome grills

4K Half Moon Riser Kit
HBCE4KHMRK
/ Multiple cooking zones for the 4K
/ Includes: 1 x Chrome riser, 1 x cast
iron flat plate, 1 x 304 stainless steel
flat plate

Large

QUANTUM™
By combining innovative design aesthetics with
hard-wearing materials, the Everdure by Heston
Blumenthal range of premium tools has been
designed to offer excellent control no matter how
delicate or heavy the ingredients being cooked are.

Tongs - 17.5in

Tweezers - 15.6in

Spatula - 17.6

Fork - 16.4in

Medium

Tongs - 10.4in

Tweezers - 9.9in

Spatula - 10.4in

Fish Turner - 14.1in

Multipurpose
Cleaning Brush w/
Coconut Fibre

Silicone Basting Brush

Tongs

Round Skewers
(set of 6)

Spatula

Fork

Charcoal Shovel

/ Stainless steel + PP

/ Stainless steel + Silicone

/ Stainless steel

/ Stainless steel with brown
leather hang strap

/ Stainless steel with brown
leather hang strap

/ Stainless steel with brown
leather hang strap

/ Stainless steel with brown
leather hang strap

/ Sturdy handle for safety

/ ‘Soft to touch’ handle

/ Thickness: 1.5mm

/ Length: 13.98in

/ Length: 13.98in

/ Length: 13.98in

/ 15.98 x 6.06 x 2.80 in

/ 19.02 x 4.33 x 3.94 in

/ 11.18 x 1.73 x 0.71 in

/ 14.96 x 1.18 x 0.98 in

Poultry Shears

Premium Titanium Coated
Pizza Peel

Pizza Cutter

Oyster Knife

Fish Bone Tweezers

Oyster Rack

Meat Rack

Chicken Roasting Rack

/ Stainless steel with brown
leather hang strap

/ Stainless steel with brown
leather hang strap

/ Stainless steel smoker griddle

/ Stainless steel

/ Stainless steel

/ Stainless steel

/ 0.3in micro-diffusion holes

/ Thickness: 0.06in

/ Thickness: 0.06in

/ Thickness: 0.06in

/ 45 & 90 angle mechanism

/ 12.01 x 4.72 x 1.18 in

/ 14.25 x 12.13 x 1.10 in

/ Wire gauge: 0.12 / 0.24 in

/ Wire gauge: 0.24in

/ Wire gauge: 0.20 / 0.24 in

/ 14.84 x 10.28 x 3.03 in

/ 12.60 x 11.93 x 4.09 in

/ 17.20 x 10.24 x 3.46 mm

QUANTUM™
Seafood Cracker

Micro-hole Flat Plate

steel

Chef Knife

Other

HOME
COLLECTION
Everdure by Heston Blumenthal’s new home
collection redefines what it means to be a home
cook; combining professional quality with the
highest degree of innovation, Heston has created
a range of products which are accessible to all.

High quality construction
/ Titanium coated blade
/ Pakka wood handle
/ German steel

C1 - Chef Knife

C2 - Chef Knife

C3 - Chef Knife

C4 - Chef Knife

BO - Boning

BR - Bread

CL - Cleaver

PA - Pairing

ST - Steak

/ 5in blade, 4.72in handle

/ 5.98in blade, 4.72in handle

/ 7.99in blade, 5.12in handle

/ 10in blade, 5.12in handle

/ 5.9in blade, 4.7in handle

/ 10.6in blade, 5.12in handle

/ 7 .76in blade, 5.12in handle

/2
 .99in blade, 4.33in handle

/4
 .02in blade, 4.33in handle

/ Net Weight: 0.42lb

/ Net Weight: 4.85lb

/ Net Weight: 0.68lb

/ Net Weight: 0.82lb

/ Net Weight: 0.397lb

/ Net Weight: 0.68lb

/ Net Weight: 1.43lb

/ Net Weight: 0.22lb

/ Net Weight: 0.24lb

Other Cont.

Santoku

S1 - Santoku

S2 - Santoku

S3 - Santoku

UT - Utility

DS - Diamond Sharpener

/ 6.26in blade, 4.72in handle

/ 8.74in blade, 5.12in handle

/ 10.6in blade, 5.12in handle

/ 5.98in blade, 4.72in handle

/ 10.6in blade, 5.12in handle

/ Net Weight: 0.53lb

/ Net Weight: 0.75lb

/ Net Weight: 0.88lb

/ Net Weight: 0.4lb

/ Net Weight: 1.21lb

instagram.com/EverdurebyHestonBlumenthal

facebook.com/EverdurebyHestonBlumenthal

All images are for reference only, note due to product development product specification and images may differ.

